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A Certified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB)
Our Mission

“To deliver the right software solutions with the right people and the right technology that will work today...and tomorrow.”

Our Values

Real World Domain and Technical Expertise - Our domain and technical experts engineer solutions that answer the needs of our customers.

Hire and Retain the Best & Brightest People - Our expertise and fresh perspectives bring innovation to a ever-widening portfolio of technological solutions.

Cutting-edge Technologies - We utilizes proven, open source technologies to replace proprietary software, reduce sustainment costs and increase productivity.
About Us

• Founded in 2011 with 50+ Employees and Annual Revenues of $7M+
• A Certified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB)
• Prime Contract Holder on Seaport-Enhanced IDIQ and GSA Schedule 70
• 2014 U.S. Small Business Administration’s Sub-Contractor of the Year for Region IX
• Audited and Approved DCAA Compliant Accounting System
• 2015 National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency Mentor Protégé

SAN DIEGO – CORPORATE HQ
2820 Camino Del Rio South
Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92018

CUSTOMER SITES
• Ft. Hood, TX
• Ft. Lee, VA
• Huntsville, AL
• APG, MD
WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS THINK

Supporting the requirement to deploy a mission critical highly secure asset visibility solution, Tactical Edge quickly and cost-effectively implemented a superior product that exceeded deployment expectations and timelines. The project involved communicating with a variety of tracking devices and technologies that easily integrated with their web solution, positioned all assets on-time, accomplished in-transit and onsite visibility while delivering a user-friendly dependable environment. Thanks for a superior product and a long-term business relationship.

Kimberly Gray, CEO | Curo International

In support of the Office of Naval Research (ONR), Tactical Edge is spearheading research in the application of semantic/linked data technologies to improve global asset tracking while integrating with the Naval Tactical Cloud. Tactical Edge’s ability to lead and execute ongoing semantic research and engineering efforts, while looking towards future technology transition, has exceeded ONR’s expectations. Keep up the great work!

Billy Short | ONR Program Manager - Expeditionary Maneuver Warfare and Combating Terrorism Science & Technology Department

Tactical Edge served as the technical lead and Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) systems integrator for the Deputy Commandant Installations and Logistics, Headquarters Marine Corps’ 2012 Expeditionary Logistics WarGame VI (ExLog VI). Without a doubt, the drive, determination, and technical expertise offered by Tactical Edge represented an essential element of a very successful war game. Great Job!

Lieutenant Colonel Mike Krohmer | United States Marine Corps

The BCS3 Post Production Sustainment Team, under Tactical Edge Leadership, has used exceptional creativity and tremendous innovation to overcome various security, staffing, and software licensing hurdles to effectively stabilize and improve the operations of a MAC 1 Classified Tactical Logistics System and successfully transition it between government organizations.

MAJ Matthew Jacobs APM, BCS3 | TMC/PM MC/PEO C3T

We appreciate the tremendous efforts of the Tactical Edge during the development and deployment of S2MC and value your organization’s extremely high level of logistics knowledge, technical ability, and overall professionalism. Thank you for all your work in support of our Nation’s Warfighters and the continued support you will provide in the future.

COL Mike Thurston | Project Manager Mission Command, PEO C3T

For the last three years, Tactical Edge has provided outstanding technical guidance, education, and support to increase Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Logistics Support Systems (MLS2) operational effectiveness. Leveraging extensive technical and subject matter expertise in all MLS2 systems, Tactical Edge has: (1) supported technical demonstrations to GCSS-MC PMO leadership and (2) resolved critical cyber security issues, ensuring BCS3 ATO accreditation. When it comes to USMC LOG AIS, I can count on Tactical Edge! Thanks for the support.

Capt. Renee Barber | MLS2 Project Manager (BCS3, CLC2S, TCPT) GCSS-MC Logistics Information Systems Marine Corps Systems Command
Service Offerings

- Software Development
- Systems Modernization
- Cyber Security
- IT Portfolio Management

Products

- Total Visibility Anywhere - Asset Visibility
Tactical Edge Service Offerings

Customized solutions that foster efficiency and reduce costs, including:

- Software Development
- Systems Modernization
- I.T. Portfolio Management
- Cyber Security
Services: Software Development

We couple diverse technical and domain expertise with SDLC best practices, tools, and effective Agile processes to provide customer-centric, cost-effective solutions on time and on budget.

BENEFITS
✓ Proven Track Record of Engineering Complex Enterprise Systems Deployed on a Global Scale
✓ Scalable, Secure, Multi-platform Solutions Customized to your Organization’s Business Needs
✓ Mobile Solutions leveraging Best-of-Breed Technologies for Rapid Deployment
✓ 100% Project Transparency and Near Real-Time Access to Project Status

Windows, iOS, Android, Amazon webservices, .NET, SQL Server, HTML, JBoss, OpenShift, Oracle, WebSphere, jQuery, GlassFish, AngularJS, Linux, Microsoft Azure
Services: Software Development

Secure, Scalable and Durable Solutions that Power Business

We Harness Technical Expertise in the Following Areas to Produce Effective Solutions.

Analytics and Business Intelligence
- Define Information Requirements
- Identify and Integrate Data Sources
- Analyze Data and User Stories
- Deploy Intuitive Visualizations

Geospatial Technologies
- Data Model Optimization
- Geo Reference Data Model
- Geospatial Event Processes
- Analysis and Analytics

Fault Tolerant Messaging
- Subscription Management
- Intelligent Data Caching
- Optimal and Dynamic Routing
- Message Priority and Chunking
We Harness Domain Specific Experience in the Following Areas to Produce Effective Solutions.

- **Services: Software Development**
  - Secure, Scalable and Durable Solutions that Power Business

- **Logistics & Supply Chain Management Systems**
  - Solutions that Drive Productivity
  - Inventory Control and Reporting
  - RFID, Transponder Sensor, and Data Integration
  - Distribution, Transportation, In-Transit Visibility
  - Analytics and Decision Support
  - Logistics IT Infrastructure

- **Military Command and Control (C2) Systems**
  - Information and Decision Superiority
  - Designing Solutions to Support the Mission
  - Interoperability
  - Built to Operate in a Tactical Environment
  - Secure Design
  - On-the-Move Solutions
Services: Systems Modernization

Established track record of migrating legacy systems to scalable, open source, service-oriented solutions.

**BENEFITS**
- Extends System Lifespans
- Reduces Maintenance Costs
- Improves User Experience
- Enhances Flexibility and Scalability
- Improves Information Accuracy
- Increases Supportability
- Expanded System Capabilities
- Improved Overall Value
Services: IT Portfolio Management

We help organizations evaluate their IT Portfolio, eliminate antiquated and redundant systems, reduce costs, and increase productivity through optimization.

BENEFITS

✓ Comprehensive Visibility of IT Portfolio
✓ Informed Investment Decisions
✓ Reduced Operating Costs
✓ Identification of Redundant, Obsolete, and Low-Value Systems and Activities
Services: Cyber Security

Ensuring Integrity, Confidentiality, and Availability of Data

Tactical Edge designs and implements military-grade, secure software systems for both commercial and government organizations. Additionally, we leverage this experience to provide:

• Certification and Accreditation (C&A)
• Security Audits and Independent Validation Assessments

BENEFITS

✓ Infused Security Practices through Entire System Lifecycle
✓ Certified Information System Security Professionals (CISSP) with Extensive Experience in Engineering Secure:
  ▪ Complex Distributed Communication Architectures
  ▪ MAC 1 – CS Command and Control Systems for US Military
✓ Proper Implementation and Alignment of Security Tools
Contact Us

• Need answers to questions?
• Want to discuss business opportunities or teaming?
• Require additional information about our products or services?

Please Contact Us At:

Office: 619-677-1105
Web: www.tacticaledge.us
Email: info@tacticaledge.us